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Abstract

Display can drive the museum’s message. It is a powerful way to take a topic with cultural value and make it visible and tangible for museum visitors. There are a number of qualities that define an excellent museum display; the most important one is an engaging story. In the case of the regional museums of Upper Egypt, several approaches to displaying Egyptian heritage are presented. Such museums are shaped by evolving community values and senses of Egyptian history where every museum tells a different story. The objective of this paper is to clarify the current display of regional museums in Upper Egypt especially in the case of Sohag National Museum analyzing its mission, its civic and social responsibilities. Effective storytelling, object material cultural and collection interpretation in Sohag National Museum’s display recount historical events from a certain perspective and provide a stimulating experience that captures visitors’ full attention.
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Introduction

Storytelling has a critical role in human evolution. Using storytelling in the display of Egyptian Museums is a fundamental task of Museums Sector at the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities. Storytelling adds a flavor to the fact and increases the interest in knowing. Using such interpretation tool at museums in Egypt is the latest trend. Display through storytelling enables the visitor to understand why the object is on display. Relevant stories of the museums’ objects reveal both the tangible and intangible heritage of the nation where every object has a story to tell. The paper aims at identifying such interpretation tool that currently considered in the museums of Upper Egypt, where using storytelling in the display provides the communication between the exhibit and the visitor. The paper aims at illustrating storytelling as a method of interpretation in the most recently opened museums in Egypt, where planning the displays of such museums started with research of the objects themselves and the stories they can tell. The Sohag National Museum is the case study where the new approach of the display facilitates the communication between the material cultural heritage and the visitors.

The Role of the Regional museums in Egypt

Museums and cities throughout the world are connecting in a soft power embrace. Museums today shape the soft power and use its spaces not just for knowledge or education but the power of correcting, solving and changing thoughts and behaviors in the right directions. The term “soft power” means the ability to shape the preferences of others. It is the ability to persuade others instead of using the power of the economy or military strength where the culture and museum as a soft power play a major role. The Regional Museums in Egypt utilize the soft power which is the influence behavior using persuasion, attraction or agenda setting. The Regional Museums have several soft power resources which mean intangible resources such as ideas, knowledge, values and culture. Political scientist Joseph Nye, who first formulated the term “soft power” in 1990, recently explained how soft power has increased dramatically in the 21st century as the Information Revolution helped to distribute information of all kinds worldwide.

Analyzing one of the recently inaugurated Regional Museums in Egypt (The Sohag National Museum)

The newly inaugurated regional museums in Egypt are part of the cultural Sector strategy to improve and develop the Egyptian governorates. The Sohag National Museum was inaugurated by the Egyptian President Abdel Fatah al-Sisi on 13 August 2018. The museum is highlighting the Egyptian identity and the history of Sohag as one of the major cities in Upper Egypt. The museum is a regional museum that is shaped by evolving community values and senses of the Egyptian history, influenced by philosophical ideas and reflecting various types of communications and messages. The procedures of setting the Sohag National Museum reflect its importance.
In 1989, the governor of Sohag made a regulation for building a regional museum in Sohag and devoted about 56,000 square meters close to the Nile River which is a real distinguished location. The work started in 1993, and then it had been stopped in 1996 due to the technical and interior design issues. The work resumed in 2006 and stopped again in 2010. In 2015, the head of the Egyptian Museums’ Sector in cooperation with the head of the projects’ sector at the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities studied the financial situation of the museum. In 2016, the work was resumed. The Museums’ Sector has taken the necessary steps in cooperation with the projects’ sector with the aim of improving the accessibility of Sohag Museum. Museum accessibility is a vital element where it is merged by which product, device, service, environment, and knowledge are available for all people irrespective of age, social level, educational or culture level, sex, or disability. 
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Many museums use appropriate museum display or exhibition techniques and elaborate accessibility resources such as listing devices, Braille signage and leaflets with large print letters for visually-impaired people. Nowadays museums’ accessibility is an important ethic and modern museums scenario offer their visitors accessibility resources of all types of knowledge. Museums’ professionals and other fields’ professionals created plans for museums accessibility to fulfill visitors’ needs. 

The enhancement access to the context of culture and education is based on museums’ collections. The individual should access the physical environment and the contents in museums regardless of their abilities and interests. Museums tackle expressing itself inside and outside its physical places through spaces, museography, interpretation tools, real and virtual environment, and activities. Museums today focus on information access to new public efficiency, moderate entrance fees to encourage local community to visit museums, exhibitions and collections relevant and interesting to the public. Museums should be able to accommodate any numbers of visitors and should shed light on the dissemination of information, access and mobility, comfort, safety, knowledge and experiences. Sohag Museum offers a welcoming space that is easy to use. It has a seating, adequate lighting, rest rooms and all means of accessibility and welcome to get knowledge and make an experience to remember. Sohag museum can be reached through the Nile, walking, or riding buses or cars. It is surrounded by a nice wide landscape decorated with water fountains. On both sides of the museum’s building, there are six buses, three on each side which are used for outdoor display of contemporary pieces of art.

“Tamkeen” NGO – Organization (Non-governmental organizations) offered wheelchairs for Sohag Museum as well as providing training for museum staff and the volunteers on how to deal and guide the disabled. Sign language interpreted group tours are presented for the hard hearing people. In Additional; “Tamkeen” made museum labels in Braille way for serving blind people and provided videos of sign language for serving deaf people.

Sohag Museum is as valued as other museums with its collections, communication and knowledge of visitors’ experiences. Museums are safe places as well as house of knowledge making families relax and attempt to solve their problems and take in information, access and mobility, comfort, safety, knowledge and experiences. Sohag Museum offers a welcoming space that is easy to use. It has a seating, adequate lighting, rest rooms and all means of accessibility and welcome to get knowledge and make an experience to remember. Sohag museum can be reached through the Nile, walking, or riding buses or cars. It is surrounded by a nice wide landscape decorated with water fountains. On both sides of the museum’s building, there are six buses, three on each side which are used for outdoor display of contemporary pieces of art.

In terms of facilitating the aspects of the accessibility of Sohag Museum, the Museums’ Sector presented the following facilities to the visitors: free guiding tours in the galleries to the Egyptian community, visitors’ services, policemen and guards in charge of presenting information and answering any inquiries.
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The display

Display is shedding the light on the storytelling approach. It was empowered by themes where each gallery has a special theme. Each showcase has a key object that tells a specific story, while other representative objects take part in the story. The printed interpretation materials such as graphics and labels are used to provide a better understanding and to deliver the told message. The interpretation of Sohag museum collections and museum display can help the curators, volunteers and educators to organize the lifelong programs and social development workshops and convince more and more people to understand museums’ role. Interpretation techniques can reach people in all these ways, and combinations are known to be particularly effective.17 The Interpretation of the museum collections and museum display context will help Sohag museum staff to set up programs for formal, non formal and informal and lifelong learning which help people who might be intolerant to the structure and rigidity of regular education.

The Sohag National Museum consists of two floors. The first floor consists of six exhibition galleries presenting certain kings and important personalities in the history of Egypt with a focus on Upper Egypt. There are three galleries on each side, while each gallery illustrates a different theme. The middle space between the six rooms’ displays several royal statues representing the different historical periods in ancient Egypt. “Fig4”

The collection reflects the life of an Egyptian family through history and the role of Egyptian women in their families, particularly in Upper Egypt. The upper floor exhibits also the folk heritage of the governorate, its most important ancient rulers, and its crafts and industries. Sohag played a prominent role in ancient Egyptian history. It was probably the home of the great kings who united the north and the south. Some of the kings of the First and Second Dynasties build their tombs in Abydos. 18

Storytelling, in the context of archeological museums, is a method of communicating the qualities and attributes of history through a story where visitors can learn and understand the message the eye cannot see. Museum during the 1930s. This concept began with the idea of a working exhibit. A working exhibit allowed visitors to participate in a hands-on learning experience. “Fig.5”

Nowadays, museums are not only serving schools or formal education; they became more open to general diverse visitors. Museums’ objects as material culture are advantageous, facilitating the visitor’s motivation for non-formal learning.19 Regional Museums in Egypt have been able to utilize storytelling techniques not only to engage visitors with past history and memories, but also to illustrate their missions. Stories and storytelling are international aspects of human communication. Stories are like hidden artifacts and preserved memories of people and they save our culture’s heritage. Storytelling supports literacy development in national curricula. The smart storyteller is the one who can link the curricula to the museums’ objects for a range of subjects such as history, religious studies, geography, English language and literature.20

The Museums’ Focal Objects that tell the Story of Display

Focal objects tell the stories of lives that reflect not only the material culture but also the social beliefs, customs, and traditions. In the case of Sohag National Museum display, the display was designed to identify such stories where the focal object in every hall tells a story. The focal objects of Sohag National Museum mark the key periods of Sohag history. Such focal objects draw links between past, present, and future; for example, the display of the statue of Thutmose III, the fifth pharaoh of the Eighteenth Dynasty and son of King Thutmose II is one of the major focal objects on the ground floor of the museum is reflecting the story of war, kingship and power where king Thutmose III, one of the greatest of Egypt’s warrior pharaohs, which tells the story of the victory in ancient time.

The visitors of the ground floor can explore how stories add tangible value to the object. The Pilgrimage Barge Dated back to the Middle Kingdom of ancient Egypt and the statue of God “Osiris” highlight the story of the pilgrimage from the ancient time. The Osirid worship prevailed throughout the country during the 6th dynasty (2323-2150 B.C.) and Abydos was its main cult center. “Fig.6”

Such focal objects utilize the importance of the city as a cult center. Coffins, Canopic jars, offering table, and ushapties are representing the ancient Egyptians beliefs in the resurrection the museum object carried out people tradition, drinking, believing, and costumes tangible and intangible. In the upper floor of the museum, each object had a story one of which is the New Kingdom Naos of a Man and a Wife that tells the story of the social stability and family ties in ancient Egypt where the visitor can understand new viewpoints about ancient Egyptian social life.
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The museum has set a gallery with different textured textiles from different eras including ancient Egypt and the Ottoman Empire. Textile-making was a craft that was mastered by all society members. It was carried out in most houses or under the supervision of the government in workshops attached to temples as shown in the temple of king “Seti I” in Abydos which indicated the idea of workshops being attached to temples. As linen textile was essential and expensive, it was inherited within families. Families used to produce their needs and exchange surplus with other products for day-to-day needs. "Fig.7"

Such collection tells the story of Sohag history in such an intangible aspect where Sohag, one of Egypt’s oldest cities, is famous for its textile industry. The display of such focal objects in Sohag National Museum engages visitors; it acts as a medium demonstrating the history of Sohag and motivating visitors to create his or her own story after observing focal objects on display at the Museum. It is really important to supply the visitors with relevant and related information about the objects using interesting methods and mould-in-stories22. Storytelling has two major elements, the first and foremost is the museum’s collection and the related information about the objects, their documentation and interpretation into stories. The 2nd element is the sensitive part which is the medium tools of the storytelling process22. Using a theme to link related topics together is highly effective in transmitting the message to the audiences and visitors and guided tours by curators and museums’ educators28. Cultural history yields itself easily to storytelling but good stories can be made from history events and things. Creating or using characters, events and traditions explore and provide a framework to discover and reveal information through the telling of a story. “Fig.8”

The way of collections displays, the visual and textual narratives produced and reproduced in museums have the power to produce meanings that work toward constructing septic social formations.26

Visitor Analysis

The plan of the museums’ Sector at the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities focuses on setting an extensive, fully engaged, substantive dialogue and partnership with the people who hold the heritage. One of the major tasks of the museums’ Sector at the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities is to overcome prejudices of class difference and taste, recognizing a diversity of legitimate aesthetics and values.

Visitors can then connect meaning and have some expectation of what comes next. Developing good themes needs practice and is outlined in planning interpretation. Museums became narrative spaces competing with theatres and cinemas. Museums’ storytelling is a medium with scenography.27 There are collections’ interpretation, printed interpretation tools, audio guides and guided tours by curators and museum’s educators.26 Cultural history yields itself easily to storytelling but good stories can be made from history events and things. Creating or using characters, events and traditions explore and provide a framework to discover and reveal information through the telling of a story. “Fig.8”

The Egyptian Museums’ sector set a special marketing plan for Sohag National Museum by training the museum staff and developing a new type of educational programs. Sohag museum volunteers offered the cost and to design the museum floor space in front of the library and the lecture room with different shapes of ancient Egyptian animals, plants, flowers,  
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vegetables, fruits, numbers and alphabet in Arabic and English Languages. Fig.9 The museum educators set up several interactive preschool programs for children to have knowledge about ancient Egyptian animals, plants, birds, flowers, vegetables, and fruits. They prepared several lessons to teach kids numbers and alphabet in Arabic and English Languages. The focal objects of Sohag National Museum are the key perspective that drives the plan of the Museum’s Sector.

On the basis of the Information Unit of the Museums’ Sector Analysis and the Marketing department of Sohag Museum situation analysis in the recent three months, most of the visitors of Sohag Museum know about the Museum from the official page of the Museum on Facebook; over 30% of the visitors visit the Museum because their friends recommended the visit. Very few numbers of Sohag Museum visitors know about the museum from the Newspapers. As for the level of information presented in the Sohag Museum’s labels, Most of the visitors stated that the labels are easy to understand presenting clear information. Most of the visitors stayed at the Museum for more than two hours, a few numbers of visitors over 10% stayed for one hour. Most of the visitors of Sohag Museum, over 80% stated the importance of presenting lectures and educational tours to the visitors where visitors could explore several topics and learn more about the objects. Over 85% of Sohag Museum’s visitors stated their satisfaction with the Museum’s visit, facilities, and services. A few numbers of the visitors clearly announced the importance of providing the Museum with more facilities. Over 86% of Sohag Museum visitors stated their desire to visit the museum again. Most of the visitors stated that the most attractive aspect of Sohag Museum is the story of the display which is very clear in every gallery; the visitors learn about the history of Sohag in different eras.

### Conclusion

Sohag National Museum is a museum with a new approach of display that tells the story of one of the Upper Egypt governorates. Storytelling is the keyword in the display; it is a great medium for making sense of objects where the hero of such a story is the focal object in every gallery. Such focal objects are telling the story of war, life, and joy from a different perspective. The visitors of Sohag National Museum understand the function and meaning of the object stating the clearness of the story in every gallery. The story of Sohag museum display sheds the light on the grassroots of Egyptian culture. Display through storytelling has become a powerful tool that has helped museums engage the audiences. Such an approach can build relationships within the community.
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